


series
VESTA
A new open plan office system that 
combines amazing features with cost 
efficient components. The system consisting 
in a metal structure with beams and wooden 
legs that support work surfaces 18mm thick 
with bevelled edges.



VESTA
series name:

SYSTEMS FURNITURE
category:

DESK-BASED SYSTEMS
sub-category:

FOCUS / SHARE
work mode:

OPEN PLAN
planning mode:

GREATER DIVERSITY
Vesta allows your workplace to be customised for your optimal work productivity whilst 
combining modularity and flexibility for a clean and linear design.

Designed to meet the most diverse environmental and style-
related needs.

2D2F
fixed pedestal

wooden
support leg

T-shaped
hanging divider

fabric panel

bevelled edges
main top



STYLE THAT PERFORMS
Its high performance design features gently tapered base, shared storage 
elements and divider screen panel, all working together to provide unparalleled 
value for a complete environment.
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BETTER TOGETHER
Vesta maximizes density requirements and user comfort to
accommodate growing and changing teams. When Vesta  
creates effortless integration and assembly, it supports a 
variety of configurations to support greater personalization.

GREATER EFFICIENCY
Vesta attentively accommodates workers’ needs today with a 
wide range of applications and support the most dynamic 
work environments.
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ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES
Vesta offers innovative solutions due to its linear design and flexibility. From 
individual to collaborative workspaces and ultimately managerial spaces, the 
possibilities of arranging the layout in your office are endless.
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MAXIMIZE EFFICIENCY
Vesta’s contemporary design adds a sophisticated architectural 
element to executive spaces. With its adaptable design, it brings 
practicality and style in your office.



BEING TOGETHER
Vesta meeting table was thoughtfully designed to help us 
connect, collaborate, and engage. It creates a place for 
people to come together and delivers impactful and 
inspired meeting.
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WORKSPACE SOLUTIONS

cluster of 2, cluster of 4, executive desk, meeting table

WORKSUFACE & SUPPORT

bevelled edges main top, bevelled edges main top with center hole for hanging divider,
side wooden leg, middle wooden leg, short wooden leg, connection bracket, U-bracket, connection beam, side cabinet support

ACCESSORIES

modesty panel, modesty panel bracket, hanging divider fabric panel, plastic cable cap, metal power point box, 
underneath wire tray, wire truncking race way, vertebra cable duct

Ambient Concept reserves the right to make changes, at any point of time, without prior notice, in design, colours, materials, specifications, features, 
functions and models etc.

DETAILS

wooden leg bevelled edge top fabric divider panel 2D2F fixed pedestal modesty panel

cable cap power point box cable trunking cable plug tray cable duct

STRUCTURE & COMBINATIONS

single table

double table cluster set unlimited cluster

linear set unlimited linear



STATEMENT OF LINE

All worksuface sizes and shapes are available in melamine faced chipboard with 18mm beveled edges (on user’s side).

oak (primary colour) white (secondary colour)

alon

maple

black

WORKSURFACES

WORKSURFACE SCREENS

COLOURS

with center hole for screen 
divider panel

STORAGE
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depth 600, 700mm

width 1200, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1800mm
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height 725mm

width 900, 1100, 1200, 1300, 1500mm

depth 1200, 1400mm

width 1200, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1800mm
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depth 1600mm

width 1600, 1800mm
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depth 800mm

width 1600, 1800mm
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depth 1200mm

width 1200, 2400mm

worksurface colours

width 400mm
depth 600
height 725mm

width 400mm
depth 1400
height 750mm

width 436mm
depth 750
height 1200mm

teak

hazel

custom built-in
cabinets

custom-made
worktops

table leg finishes

lacquer and chrome lining
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